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Abstract: Through case study and in-depth interviews, this research investigated the
development process of an IoT startup company—Yeelight Technologies—to gain insights about resources sharing and co-creation between an IoT smart hardware startup
and the Xiaomi business ecosystem. The research findings show that during the life
cycle of a start-up venture, certain cooperative strategies were employed to create
partnerships to lower risks, to provide expertise transfer in a complementary fashion,
and to create value while mitigating competition in the vulnerable start-up phase. The
initial support in design expertise from Xiaomi played a vital and indispensable role for
Yeelight in strengthen its design expertise, enabling the last transition phase where
Yeelight developed its own design strategy to compete with globally well-known lighting brands. The case study provides a reference about how an IoT smart hardware
startup cooperates with a major company with a strong business ecosystem.
Keywords: start-up; hardware; design strategy; business ecosystem; Xiaomi; Yeelight

1. Introduction
Xiaomi is a well-known business ecosystem company. Since 2014, it had incubated more
than 220 startups, of which over 100 were focused on IoT (Internet of Things) products and
had won more than 600 design awards (Fan, 2020). The design strategy of Xiaomi has been
well explored in past studies (e.g., Liu and Rieple, 2019). However, studies about the strategies of start-ups joining in and thus expanding the Xiaomi business ecosystem were much
limited. As mentioned in (Srinivasan & Venkatraman, 2018), issues such as how do start-ups
exchange value with the main partner, and how do they expand rapidly to fit in with external
business environment are worthy of attentions. In addition, McKinsey’s research reported
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that design play an important role in facilitating business growth in four major aspects: leadership, cross-functional talent, continuous iteration, user experience (Sheppard, B., Sarrazin,
H., Kouyoumjian, G., & Dore, F., 2018). The evolution of products into intelligent, connected
devices is also radically reshaping companies and competition (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014).
Through the case study of an under-resourced IoT startup, this research aims to understand
how a startup works with a major business ecosystem company to develop its own design
strategies.
Selecting from companies within the Xiaomi business ecosystem (Greeven & Wei, 2017), we
focused on Yeelight technologies, founded in 2012, whose founders are communications engineers with IoT technology background: Mr. Jiang Zhaoning and Mr. Liu Daping. With no
prior experience in producing lighting products, Yeelight first started with providing smart
lamps, and then expanded to other smart connected products and service systems, some
within the Xiaomi ecosystem, while also producing other products were under its own
brand. Yeelight had only a registered capital of Chinese Yuan (CNY) 1 million (about USD
158,420) in the year of 2012. It gained an expedited growth after it joined the Xiaomi business ecosystem, and by the year of 2020, its registered capital has increased to CNY 50 million (about USD 8 million), and has won important design awards such as iF Gold Award, reddot Award, etc. In particular, as one of the first start-ups to join in the Xiaomi IoT business
ecosystem in 2014, Yeelight can be a representative case to understand the dynamic corporation process and development of design strategy of startups when partnering with a largescale business ecosystem company.

2. Entrepreneurship in business ecosystem and design innovation
strategy
After Moore (1993) first proposed the concept of business ecosystem, Lansiti and Levien
(2004) followed by defining business networks as ecosystems, organized around a keystone
species, and “characterized by a large number of loosely interconnected participants”. In
particular, e-commerce digital platforms have become the engine for different companies to
carry out complementary innovations in products and services based on the business ecosystems (Gawer, 2009). Srinivasan & Venkatraman (2018) pointed out that entrepreneurs
should position and adapt their positions in networks to achieve success in the initial launch
and to maintain continued success over time, as digital platforms evolve along multiple technological trajectories. Picken (2017) mentioned that the life cycle of an entrepreneurial venture consists of four stages (startup, transition, scaling, and exit), and the transition period
(from a nascent startup to an organization capable of sustained and profitable growth) ultimately has a greater influence on the success of the venture. This research summarizes the
different stages of Yeelight's development process to unpack the dynamic process of complementary innovation between a start-up and the Xiaomi business ecosystem.
In this research, we also want to investigate the importance of design as a strategic tool for
start-ups. Design can be used both as an innovation tool to improve the style of a product
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and as a tool to reconfigure and change the ecosystems of product–services and business
models (Zurlo & Cautela, 2014). Na, Choi, & Harrison (2017) studied design innovation spectrum in the manufacturing companies, and highlighted three levels of design innovation, including: (1) corporate-level design thinking; (2) organization-level design strategy; and (3)
operational-level design activities. In the transition period of a start-up, the founders must
lay the foundation for a rapidly growing business, deal with strategic direction and market
positioning (Picken, 2017), leverage their resource networks, business models, and strategies to rapidly scale up and adapt to new competitors and platform technologies (Srinivasan
& Venkatraman, 2018). While the corporate-level design thinking can be used to improve organisational innovation, including the business model, company vision, and strategy by using
the methods and philosophy of design (Na, Choi, & Harrison, 2017), at the organizationlevel, the founders need to build a management team, implement discipline, structure and
management processes (Picken, 2017); The double diamond design process (discover, define, develop, deliver) is a visual representation of the design and innovation process
(Ball,2019). Such a design process matters significantly since the organization-level ‘design
strategy’ and ‘process innovation’ increase efficiency, feasibility, and collaboration (Na, Choi,
& Harrison, 2017), especially in an ever-changing and digital world (Ball,2019). A company
will take a series of activities to create artefacts or services for a specific set of target customers, including: ‘designing’ and ‘technological/ product/ service innovation’ (Na, Choi, &
Harrison, 2017). As information technology is becoming an integral part of the product itself,
product development shifts from largely mechanical engineering to true interdisciplinary
systems engineering, Porter & Heppelmann (2014, 2016) pointed out that smart, connected
products require companies to rethink about design.
Therefore, the research framework consisted of two dimensions: 1) The life cycle of an entrepreneurial venture, including startup, transition, scaling up. 2) The three levels of design
innovation spectrum, which includes corporate-level design thinking, organization-level design strategy, and operational-level design activities. Within this framework, the case of
Yeelight Technology, an IoT stat-up that joined in Xiaomi business ecosystem, is studied to
explore the design strategies adopted to cooperation with a platform company in a business
ecosystem, as well as to expand its own branded business.

3. Methodology
This research adopts a qualitative case study method, which is suitable for studying “how”
and “why” questions (Yin, 2009). Data collection was primarily based on interviews carried
out from November 18, 2020 to October 12, 2021, on a longitudinal basis, with the design
director of the company. The interviewee joined the organization in 2014 and was Yeelight‘s
first industrial designer, from whom we were able to learn the cooperation history of
Yeelight with Xiaomi, and also his perspectives about Yeelight’s design strategy under the
changing business ecosystem of Xiaomi. The interviews and discussions covered various aspects, such as the development history of Yeelight, the process of Yeelight joining in the Xia-
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omi eco-chain, the cooperation between Yeelight and Xiaomi, and the new product development process. Due to the exploratory nature of this research and the purpose to building
theories, we allowed the interviewee to describe the facts and explain his insights, which
helps expand existing knowledge and discover new insights. Four rounds of 60-90 minutes
semi-structured interviews were conducted, generating a total of 43,588 Chinese characters,
the key contents and interview date are shown in the Appendix. Complementary data came
from internal documents, Yeelight's public prospectus, and from secondary data such as
news reports, online videos, and public speeches. In addition, Yeelight's founder, Jiang, published 11 columns related to entrepreneurship on an online forum (zhihu.com1), and there
are many books and reports about Xiaomi and its business ecosystem. These archival data
are used to triangulate and corroborate interview data.

4. Results
Summarizing the relevant documents and interview results, this paper divides Yeelight’s development into three periods: startup, transition, and scaling. In particular, there is a close
and dynamic cooperation between Yeelight and Xiaomi since transition period, so it is further divided into corporate, organization, and operational levels to analyze the design strategies.

4.1 The start-up period (2012-2013): exploration of feasible business concept
Founded in 2012, Yeelight launched an IoT open-source platform called YEELINK, which can
be used to develop smart products (e.g. power sockets, LED lights, etc.). However, such business concept did not bring profits, mainly because giant companies such as Apple, Google,
Baidu, Ali, Tencent, had allocated huge subsidies for the development of IoT platforms. Witnessing the launch of smart LED bulb “Hue” by Philips in 2012, together with the data of
YEELINK showed that lots of tech fans used YEELINK to control LED lights. After evaluating
Hue’s technical specifications, and its costs, Mr. Jiang and his partners decided to adjust
company’s strategy to smart LED bulb. In 2013, using the ready-made LED chip, Jiang and his
team independently developed glass, electric circuit and control software, and had successfully crowdfund a smart LED bulb (as shown in Table 1). Afterwards, the product won multiple attentions from sub-market (DIY smart LED bulb segment), attracted the attention of
many investors (including Xiaomi). As stated by Picken (2017), in startup period, the resources are limited, and the economic risks are modest. Compared with those who adopt
platform development as small startup’s business concept, the costs and risks of developing
only smart products seemed smaller and more feasible.

Zhihu.com: A widely used Q&A community and original content forum in China. Jiang’s forum, Retrieved from
https://www.zhihu.com/people/jiang-zhao-ning/collection

1
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Table 1. Original modified smart Led bulb model
2013
Yeelight
smart LED
bulb

Function definition: connect through Bluetooth to control
from mobile phone
Industrial design: N/A
Price: CNY 100-199 (about USD 16-32)

4.2 The transition period (2014-2018): The complementary design strategy of
Xiaomi and Yeelight
Yeelight had established a close partnership with Xiaomi in 2014, and started to gain traction
in the marketplace (Picken, 2017). Therefore, this research set 2014 as the beginning of the
transition period. Representative cases at this stage, include a Smart Bedside LED lamp
launched in 2015 (led by Xiaomi), which achieved significant market benefits, and followed
by the co-developed Smart Table Lamp in 2016, and then the Smart Ceiling Light led by
Yeelight in 2017. Until 2018, 14 expertise areas including the design expertise were set up by
Yeelight, and product range for own-brand has exceeded those ODM products for Xiaomi. As
Picken (2017) mentioned, in transition period, the start-ups must lay the foundation for a
rapidly growing business, and adapt their strategies to leverage their resource networks to
rapidly scale up and adapt to new competitors and platform technologies (Srinivasan & Venkatraman, 2018). Given the shifting of roles in the cooperation of Yeelight with Xiaomi,
three-levels design innovation spectrum (Na, Choi, & Harrison, 2017) is applied as the framework for analysis.
1. The early stage of transition: Smart LED Bedside Lamp led by Xiaomi, a niche
product with a strategy of expanding market scope.
• Corporate-level design thinking: business model and market position
In 2014, Xiaomi started to deploy the IoT business ecosystem, collaborating with a large
number of hardware start-ups with professional product technology capabilities, applying its
design thinking onto the management of business ecosystem (Fan, 2020). It provided capitals, channels, supply chain, brand and other resources, to co-design products with startups.
Yeelight was among one of the first to be invested by Xiaomi (Granary College, 2017). As the
interviewee mentioned “Although Yeeight also received offers from investors such as Baidu,
Alibaba and Lenovo during the same period, Yeelight considered the complementary resources and the assistances in design (which Yeelight was not familiar with) from Xiaomi
eco-system team.” Yeelight decided to officially join in the Xiaomi eco-chain. Considering
that the product quality of the eco-chain companies may not yet meet Xiaomi's standards,
these co-developed products were labeled as "Yeelight in the Xiaomi eco-chain" (different
from Xiaomi's own brand) and launched to smart lighting market. Despite the different
brand names, the product positioning was identical with that of Xiaomi, with "Mi fans" (fans
of Xiaomi products) as the target consumers.
According to Granary College (2017), Xiaomi ecosystem department leader Mr. Liu De (with
an industrial design background) focused on the needs of the 80% users when considering
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market positioning. The two strategies were: 1. Mass market products out of extreme priceperformance ratio strategy; 2. Niche market products out of expanding market coverage
strategy. Our interview also showed that Yeelight aligned its product positioning strategy in
line with that of Xiaomi. The formerly developed smart LED bulb didn’t win much positive
market responses due to its high price (CNY 129), because, in 2014, the average price of
mass bulbs was within CNY 20 (about USD 3.5) for ordinary LED lights. As such, the product
didn’t meet the strategy of product positioning for the mass. Under the guidance of Xiaomi,
adjustment was made towards niche markets on developing smart Bedside Lamp. During the
key process of product function specification and product development, Xiaomi played a vital role in decision making. Yeelight relied on Xiaomi in corporate level business model, market positioning and design strategy. In this early stage, Yeelight’s team lacked in corporate
level design thinking. However, the existing resources from Xiaomi ecosystem contributed
greatly to Yeelight’s decision making in market positioning and corporate level strategy setting.
• Organization-level design strategy: design department and design process
During the collaboration on smart Bedside Lamp product development, Yeelight’s founding
team worked closely with Xiaomi ecosystem’s product managers, industrial designers, software engineers, and quality controllers, etc. Designer from Xiaomi ecosystem were in charge
of industrial design, and deliver Yeelight 3D model and design brief. Under the monitoring of
Xiaomi’s quality control team, Yeelight conducted the development in both hardware and
software, and carried out the interface design according to Xiaomi’s design language. Afterwards, Yeelight commissioned an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) to manufacture
the final products, which were mainly delivered to Xiaomi channels for marketing and sales.
In this product design and development process, Xiaomi dominated the initial and the final
stages (as shown in Figure 1), while Yeelight mainly handled the developing process, and the
maintenance in the delivery process. For example, the interviewee mentioned, “The development process was iterative, with weekly communication between Yeelight and Xiaomi.
Yeelight would rapidly modify the prototypes for confirmation by the Xiaomi’s industrial design team.” In the early stage of transition period, it is known that personnel, and resources
from both Yeelight and Xiaomi eco-system team were limited. Thus, it was only through resources complementation were the two partners able to complete the product development
process. In this period, the role of Yeelight was not akin to a typical OEM or ODM company,
but more like an auxiliary to Xiaomi’s design department to aid in technical development,
and in linking with the OEM factory.
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Figure 1. the cooperation process in the early stage of transition

• Operation-level design activities
As for hardware, it is Xiaomi’s designers who first designed the Smart Bedside Lamp (as
shown in Table 2). Then, Yeelight followed by developing the mechanical and electrical components. Yeelight also managed the purchasing of matching sensors, processors, and connectivity ports, antennas, etc. The software needed for the product includes embedded operating system, onboard software applications, user interface, and product control components (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014). This was fulfilled by Yeelight based on the product functions defined by Xiaomi. In addition, the user interface of the app (with control function of
the light) was designed by Yeelight, again based on Xiaomi’s design language. The programming of app was also developed by Yeelight. Through source code of Xiaomi’s open interface, the smart lamp was connected to Xiaomi’s platform, to enable the control function
through Mi phones and Mi bands. The data-related rules, analytic engine, application platform, product data and database were under the control of Xiaomi. Through Xiaomi’s online
channel (Xiaomi.com), this product rapidly gained market recognition. In less than 6 months,
more than 200,000 pieces were sold. Not only did Yeelight’s financial capability was enhanced, but it also grasped the practices for developing products with Xiaomi look-and-feel
(Dann, Bennett, & Ogden, 2017).
2. Middle stage of transition period: the Smart Table Lamp co-defined by Yeelight and
Xiaomi, a mass market product with a strategy of extreme price-performance ratio.
• Corporate-level design thinking: business model and market position
To expand business range, the interviewee stated that Yeelight and Xiaomi jointly decided to
develop Smart Table Lamp which has a larger market scope and is more technically advanced. Whereas Xiaomi business ecosystem also requires a significant expansion of product
categories, Yeelight adopted the same values and target consumers as Xiaomi at this stage.
The product was authorized by Xiaomi and be branded as Mijia (instead of brand Yeelight,)
for sale. Xiaomi is familiar with the mass market and the application of the strategy of extreme price-performance ratio. The core strategy included: upgrading product core technology and appearance design, subtracting nonessential functions, and taking advantage of existing channels to engage massive sales and to lower costs (Granary College, 2017). The
product was launched in June 2016 at CNY 169 (about USD 26.7) which was far lower than
the average (CNY 500) of those with similar technical specifications on the market. After 4
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months, the product became the best-selling lighting product in Jingdong e-commerce, and
become a long-selling product in Xiaomi eco-system.
Table 2. Yeelight Smart Bedside Lamp and its APP interface

2015
Yeelight
Smart Bedside
Lamp

Function definition: connect with mobile phone and
mi band through Bluetooth for light control
Industrial design: column shape, minimalist appearance, in aluminium, which is similar to that of a Mac is
applied to the base; dual colour injection technique on
lamp cover.
Price: CNY 249 (about USD 40)

• Organization-level design strategy: design department and design process
In terms of organizational changes and processes, the interviewee mentioned that the goal
of developing a Smart Table Lamp had promoted the company founding team to dig into
product concept and specifications jointly with Xiaomi. Two senior industrial designers, including the interviewee, were employed for assistance and work executions. It eventually
enabled Yeelight to change from technology-oriented into co-creation oriented product design. Both Xiaomi and Yeelight had taken a great leap forward in terms of design and integration. At the same time, the internal structures of both were expanded— Yeelight’s team was
expanded to include industrial design, user interface design, structural engineering, electronic engineering, software engineering, etc. Xiaomi’s eco-system department was expanded into 6 sub-departments, including engineering, product management, supply chain,
user interface design, and quality assurance, with industrial design as the core (Dann, Bennett & Ogden, 2017).
Further interviews confirmed that during the first three product developing phases, co-creation (discover, define, develop) between Yeelight and Xiaomi was carried out. In addition,
maintenance and small portion of sales were fulfilled by Yeelight, as shown in Figure 2. The
co-creation is comprised of identifying user needs, the product functions, assessment criteria, industrial design jointly by the two companies. Along the process, industrial designer
took on the major role, as was stated by the interviewee: in the developing of smart table
lamp, when optical specifications of the lamp contradict with thickness of lamp cover, design
was prioritized over the other to meet appearance consideration.
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As discussed above, during the middle of transition period, design expertise played a major
role, Yeelight and Xiaomi ecosystem department cooperated and shared resources complementation. Both companies expanded their personnel and organization to facilitate the
transfer of design knowledge.

Figure 2. the cooperation process in the middle stage of transition

• Operation-level design activities
Granary College (2017) documented the Smart Table Lamp which was designed by Xiaomi
designers, including a minimalist and slim appearance, a slender and flat cross section, considerations to avoid glare from direct light sources, and the function to adjust luminance
through App or smart watch. In addition, according to the interviewee, Yeelight’s industrial
designer participated in both outward and inward communication. Subsequently, with Xiaomi’s encouragement, Yeelight applied for several international design competitions and
won the 2017 iF Gold Award, GOOD DESIGN, reddot Award, as shown in Table 3.
To sum up, Mijia Smart Table Lamp was a result of co-creation between Xiaomi and Yeelight.
Designers of the two played a leading role. As a startup with a technical background,
Yeelight became successful after hiring designing talents, taking up communication and coordination part in co-creation process, and learning the design language of Xiaomi (Dann,
Bennett & Ogden2017).
3. Last stage of transition period: the Smart Ceiling light led by Yeelight: differentiated bidding pattern
• Corporate-level design thinking: business model and market position
Interviewee mentioned, the experience in designing Smart Table Lamp intensified Yeelight’s
confidence in competing with traditional lighting companies. On the other hand, there were
increasing number of third-party partners in the Xiaomi business ecosystem, which have
started to overlap and compete with each other, such as the establishment of a joint venture between Xiaomi and Philips, Smart Lighting Technology Co. This has put a lot of competitive pressure on Yeelight. As a result, Yeelight needed to rethink its design strategy at the
corporate-level and decided to target the LED ceiling light which has large scale potential in
the lighting market. On one hand, Chinese households are used to installing ceiling lights
which fulfills both personalized and decorative needs; and on the other hand, the previous
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sales led to venture capital funding increasing from CNY 1.2 million (about USD 189,960) in
2014 to nearly CNY 5 million (about USD 756,200) in 2018. Yeelight was able to receive funding from a number of companies other than Xiaomi. Additionally, the former co-creation experience with Xiaomi provided helpful lessons in large-scale mass production and cost reduction.
Table 3. MIJIA Smart lamp and its APP interface

2016
MIJIA
Smart Table Lamp

Function definition: allowing control from mobile
phone and smart watch
Industrial design: featuring minimalist style design
and small proportion red colour adornment, with
aluminum lamp arm and using the same coating
technique as those on electronic products, and rotating wheel that are the same to that on a laptop;
iF Gold Award, GOOD DESIGN, REDDOT;
Price: CNY 169 (about USD 26.7)

Yeelight decided to gradually move away from the Mijia brand, to develop its own brand and
to pursue an original brand manufacturer (OBM) strategy. It hired a VP of design to lead the
development of the ceiling light, which turned out to be a great success on Youpin2, with
sales exceeding CNY 100 million (about USD 15,124,000) between 2017 and 2019. Moreover,
its own brand products are sold through other e-commerce platforms (Jingdong3, Tmall4,
Amazon, etc.) in addition to Youpin, and it participates in offline exhibitions such as the
Frankfurt Lighting Fair in Germany, CES in the U.S., and the Guangzhou International Lighting
Fair for marketing. Meanwhile, Xiaomi eco-system’s strategy had been changed from product co-development with suppliers, to having different eco-system companies proposing
bids in competition. In 2019, the Smart Ceiling Light provided to Mijia was priced even lower
than Yeelight’s own Smart Ceiling Light, which was a showcase of Yeelight’s strength in independent design and development.
Youpin: an online shopping platform created by Xiaomi. https://www.xiaomiyoupin.com/
Jingdong: A widely used China!s online retailer. https://www.jd.com/
4
Tmall: An online retailer owned by Alibaba that is widely used in China. https://www.tmall.com
2
3
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Due to the pull of market expansion and the push of competition from business ecosystem,
Yeelight started to venture on own-brand business model, and to no longer rely on Xiaomi.
Yeelight shifted its strategy from extreme performance-cost ratio to pursuing greater profits,
with target customers expanding beyond Mi fans. In terms of corporate-level design thinking, technology-based startups need to rely on the design concepts of companies in the business ecosystem at the nascent stage, and then to transition to gathering their own corporate-level design forces to address issues such as business models and market positioning.
• Organization-level design strategy: design department and design process
Yeelight has significantly expanded its company size at this stage, including design expertise,
R&D expertise, in total encompassing 14 different expertise areas. Among them, the design
expertise contains 4 departments, including industrial design, packaging design, visual design, and user interface design. An independent Mijia department was set up to work specifically on projects in cooperation with Xiaomi. As shown in Figure 3, when developing Mijia
smart ceiling lights, Yeelight could take on the major part and completed works of the first
three phases. Xiaomi contributed to delivery phase, by promoting and selling Mijia products,
while Yeelight was responsible for maintenance.

Figure 3. The cooperation process in the late stage of transition

To sum up, during the last stage of transition period, because of the expansion of business
scope and the enrichment of Yeelight’s own resources, Yeelight set up its design center, and
independently carried out development of Smart Ceiling Light with its own brand. Furthermore, it led and completed the development of Mijia Smart Ceiling Light. During this process, Yeelight not only cooperated with manufacturers to develop products, acting as an
OBM company, but also undertook the development of Xiaomi products as an ODM. This
confirms that Strategic design management capability is crucial for a company to expand
from ODM to OBM strategy (Manzako!lu & Er, 2018).
• Operation-level design activities
Yeelight’s Smart Ceiling Light is a new item and is independently developed, but it still needs
to meet the style guideline of Xiaomi. Rather than storing up all data in the Xiaomi database,
Yeelight extended its application platform, and built up its own user database system. It also
allowed more smart home products (cameras, smart door locks, human sensors, etc.) to be
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connected to the smart ceiling light, for example, enabling the ceiling light to turn on when
the door is opened. Yeelight had mastered Xiaomi's design language by this time, and led the
design and development of the Mijia smart ceiling light (as shown in Table 4). Yeelight could
also request access to Xiaomi’s sales statistics, after-sales statistics, and user data, to be
used for guiding future product development. For instance, the interviewee said, “We found
that some users seldom used the smart function of the previous Smart Table Lamp, so we
simplified the specification and developed a non-smart table lamp.” The non-smart table
lamp was named Mijia Lite, and priced at CNY 79 (about USD12.5).
Table 4. YEELIGHT and MIJA Smart Led ceiling light and their APP interface

2017
Yeelight
Smart
Ceiling
Light

Function definition: control through switch, remote control, smart phone app, and voice, connect with Mi band, automatically switch off
once sensors detect people have fallen asleep,
connect with other smart products (camera,
smart door lock);
Industrial design: minimalist shape, all-aluminium frame and base, technical specification
same to that of 3C products; fast assembly and
mosquito-proof structure
Price: CNY 349 (about USD 55.25)

2019
Mijia
Smart
Ceiling
Light

Function definition: control through switch, remote control, app, and voice; connect with
other smart products (camera, smart door lock,
etc);
Industrial design: minimalist and thin shape,
ABS cover; technical specification same to that
of 3C products; fast assembly and mosquitoproof structure
Price:CNY 249 (about USD 39.5)

According to company website and public information, Yeelight launched 5 different series
of smart ceiling lights during this period, and was successful in getting a foothold in ceiling
light segment of lighting market. In addition, it expanded its basic lighting product range
from table lamps and ambience lighting products, to smart dressing mirrors and smart bathroom heaters. The interviewee also mentioned that half of the revenue still come from the
cooperation with Xiaomi— with more than 10 Mijia products – including table lamp, bedside
lamp, night lamp, ceiling light, smart switch, etc. The product range has been extended and
upgraded, with Yeelight playing the role of leading the design and development.

4.3 The scaling period (from 2019 to present)
According to the prospectus information, by 2019, with the rapid expansion of the company's product categories and the addition of multiple sales channels, the company's sales
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scale has been significantly increased. The registered capital has increased from CNY 5.05
million (about USD 763,762) in 2018 to nearly CNY 50 million (about USD 7.25 million),
Yeelight had acquired more than 200 patents and 12 international design-related awards
(GOOD DESIGN/reddot/ IDEA/iF). This fits the definition of scaling proposed by Picken
(2017). Since 2019, Yeelight started to develop the smart lighting product and service system
of its own brand. Yeelight was then capable to connect to major global smart home thirdparty platforms. For example, Yeelight has joined the smart home interconnection standard
Matter5, using the Matter protocol to link to platforms such as Alexa, Google Home and Apple HomeKit, and link to the Google Smart Speaker, Amazon Alexa, and Apple HomePod
Smart Sound Box, using voice commands to control the lights on and off. It can also connect
to Apple smart home devices by accessing the Apple Homekit home app. The smart lighting
system for the whole house was envisioned as developing customized lighting plan by understanding customer needs, using 3D rendering to configure lighting products and smart
software and system, providing Installation and construction, as well as after-sale services
(as shown in Table 5).
Table 5. Yeelight Smart lighting system
2020
Yeelight
Smart lighting
system

Business Process:
1.all-round tailed home lighting plan
2.plan and design
3.installation and construction
4.after-sale services

5. Discussion and conclusion
The above results presented the design strategies of IoT start-up and business ecosystem
company cooperation can be summarized as follows:
Firstly, in the case of small scale and insufficient resources, “risk reduction” is the most critical strategy when developing IoT products. An IoT start-up should develop expertise on the
technology of specific types of products, to attract the major business ecosystem companies
and cooperation opportunities. For example, when Yeelight started in 2012, it successfully
gained the attention and investment of Xiaomi through its technological strength of smart
LED bulbs.
Secondly, strategies of “resource complementation” and “risks reduction” became apparent
between IoT startup and Xiaomi business ecosystem during the initial phase of transition period. Since Xiaomi business ecosystem was newly founded, its online channels needed to
gather products that could expand market boundaries within a short period of time. Consequently it approached different companies for cooperation. Given the uncertainties in outcomes of partnerships, Xiaomi didn’t “strong-arm” its Mi brand. From the perspective of a
5Matter:

A connectivity standards alliance adopted by Apple, Amazon, Google and other smart home manufacturers.
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technical start-up, which lacked organization process and professional design force for execution, the best approach would be to rely on Xiaomi who is resourceful in design expertise,
in possession of clear market positioning strategy, and owns online selling channels. Xiaomi
thus provides an ideal option that can bring down the risks of manufacturing. This view is
also the focus of most business ecosystem studies, as mentioned by Mark & Mare (2016),
where diverse stakeholders engage in mutually reinforcing activities, focuses on what each
can do best, and addressing a different aspect of the problem. Furthermore, a rapidly growing new venture needs to managing risks and vulnerabilities, including rapid growth, a narrow revenue base, etc. (Picken, 2017). In the initial phase of transition, a technical start-up
leverages external design power to enhance innovation with operational-level design strategy.
During the middle stage of transition, the two companies shifted to “complementary and
knowledge transfer”. In constructing product lines within Xiaomi business ecosystem, Xiaomi
launched the "Mijia brand" to showcase products with consistent design quality and the best
price/performance ratio. For Yeelight, setting up design expertise to jointly develop and integrate product developing process with Xiaomi in this phase allowed the company to achieve
scale effects and cost reduction, while at the same time, Yeelight was able to absorb the intensive transfer of design knowledge to the IoT start-up along the process. The technical
start-up deploys in-house design power in the collaboration to enhance its innovation capabilities with the organization-level design strategy.
In the last stage of transition, Xiaomi has created a business environment that allows ecosystem companies to "create value" through "competition". At this stage, basic product line
had been established within the business ecosystem. By competing for bids, Eco-system
companies are able to develop products with more refined market segments while reducing
costs. However, from Yeelight's perspective, its strategy was also in the ability of independently developing products that can compete with Mijia or other well-known lighting
companies. After 2019, Yeelight opted to design smart lighting system for the whole house.
Its design and strategic operation were stabilized, advancing towards the building of
Yeelight’s own business ecosystem. In this period, the company has built a three-level design
innovation spectrum, with the ability to lead design innovation and enhance the competitiveness of the company.
From 2012 to 2019, Yeelight’s experience went from technically oriented startup to ODM,
and then expanded to design-oriented OBM. The design strategy changed from "outside-in"
decision to an "inside-out" decision. The Yeelight case demonstrates the theoretical framework of the design innovation spectrum and confirms that design can improve the innovation capability of manufacturing companies. In addition, the case shows a sequence of three
levels of the design spectrum, where it is feasible for a technology-based startup with limited resources to build up its design capabilities from the bottom up, and to draw on external design capabilities and knowledge. The development of professional design talents and
the design expertise is crucial to the formulation of its own design strategy.
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This study is limited by the fact that there is only one case; it might not fully represent the
pattern of all IoT start-ups joining in business ecosystem. Subsequent researches can add
other cases of IoT start-ups that joined in Xiaomi business ecosystem to investigate the differences and similarities. Subsequent researches can further investigate into cases of IoT
start-ups joining in business ecosystem in the middle or later stages of the transition period
to compare and identify differences from the aforementioned patterns.
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Appendix
Interview
Round

Date

Content

Duration

First
Round

2020/11/18

The considerations for Yeelight to join the Xiaomi eco-chain;
The cooperation of Yeelight and Xiaomi in developing new products at each stage;

90 minutes

Second
Round

2021/01/14

The development of the company's organizational structure;

60 minutes

Third
Round

2021/05/06

The development of Yeelight’s own brand products;

70 minutes

Fourth
Round

2021/10/12

The difference between Yeelitht’s own branded
products and products ODM for Mijia;

60 minutes
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